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US returns artifacts to India

Editorial
Artifacts lost are often not
found. But, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in his recent
ﬁve nation tour brings back
more than 200 stolen cultural
objects from United States of
America.
Repatriation of Cultural
Property ceremony was held in

the United States of America,
on June 7, 2016. During her
address at the ceremony, US
Attorney General, Loretta E.
Lynch informed, “Today we
begin the process of returning
more than 200 stolen cultural
objects back to India”. “On
behalf of President (Barack)

Obama, it is my great privilege
to return these marvelous
objects to the people of India,”
Lynch added.
The artifacts were valued at
more than $100 million. The
artifacts included statues and
pieces made of bronze and
terracotta. Some pieces were

more than 2,000 years old.
Most of the pieces were seized
during Operation Hidden Idol.
The operation was an
investigation that began in
2007 after American
Homeland Security special
agents received a tip. The tip
was about a shipment of seven

Didi joins NDA on GST, calls it ‘pro-people’
Sagnik Chowdhury:
Union Minister for
Finance, Corporate
Affairs and Information
& Broadcasting, Arun
Jaitley meet the
Empowered Committee
on GST, in Kolkata on
June 14, 2016. Minister
of Finance, Excise,
Commerce & Industries,
Public Enterprises and
I n d u s t r i a l
Reconstruction, West
Bengal, Amit Mitra and
Secretary, Revenue, Dr.
Hasmukh Adhia are also
seen. Twenty-two states
are represented at the meeting, which began in the morning, by
their ﬁnance ministers.
West Bengal Chief Minister, Mamata Banerjee, on June 7,
2016 announced that TMC would support the GST Bill within
Parliament. “I have ideological differences with BJP and I
politically oppose them. But that does not mean I will create a
hindrance for passing a pro- people bill like GST,” the Chief
Minister said while addressing a felicitation ceremony organised
by the different chambers of commerce.
She instructed Finance Minister Dr Amit Mitra, who is also
the chairman of the Empowered Committee of Finance Ministers
on GST, to ensure that the bill is passed on the ﬂoor of the
Parliament during the monsoon session.

Salient features of
drafted GST bill
 No constitutional
cap on the GST rate
 All forms of
“supply” of goods
and services such as
sale, transfer, barter,
exchange, license,
rental, lease and
import of services of
goods and services
m a d e f o r a
consideration will
attract CGST
(central levy) and
SGST (state levy)
 As GST will apply
on “supply”, the erstwhile taxable heads such as
“manufacture”, “sale” and "provision of services", among
others, will lose relevance
 GST would be payable on “transaction value”, being the price
actually paid or payable, and said to include all expenses in
relation to sale, such as packing and commission
 The liability to pay CGST/SGST will arise at the time of
supply
 States will draft their own State GST based on the draft model
law with minor variations
Finance Minister of Jammu and Kashmir, Haseeb Drabu
citing its unique constitutional position asked the Centre to protect
the state's special taxation powers while rolling out GST. PC: PIB

boxes being shipped to the
United States and labeled as
‘marble garden table sets.’
Union Minister Dr. Jitendra
Singh twitted, “A Durga idol
missing from a Jammu and
Kashmir temple since 1990s is
also coming back with the
Prime Minister.”

Thanking for the special
gesture of Attorney General,
the Prime Minister said, “We
are very grateful for
Government of US and the
President for returning a part
of our culture. This heritage
inspires us for the future”. PC:
PIB
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www.kemiahomes.com

Setting the Benchmark

experience homes
An ISO 9001:2008 & OHSAS
18001:2007 Certiﬁed Organization

Proudly Announces

The Ultimate Warranty on your Home
A tes mony to our quality and workmanship, this is also a celebra on of the best trade prac ces,
ethics and trust. A Guaranteed

10+10 years of worry free living; free maintenance of

external building as well as your internal apartment space (including electricity, plumbing,
physical damages etc, caused by the construc on faults and wear and tear). Buying your home is
now a totally refreshing experience. Walk-in today to know more.
LOTUS II (second phase), an ongoing project of G+4 WITH VARIETY OF PREMIUM 2BHK apartments,
situated at prime loca on of Nayabad, Garia; well connected by both Metro Railway (Kavi Subhas metro
sta on) and 1B-Bus Stand; nearby Peerless Hospital, Indus Valey School and Heritage School.

Finest Ameni es
Smart architecture and aesthe c eleva on
CESC Electricity with tenement supported power back up
Auxiliary bore well for 24hrs NON STOP water supplies
Comfortable passenger li of reputed brand
An -termite treatment for en re building

Possession in December 2016 Premium 2BHK apartment star ng from just 19.98* Lakh
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West Bengal to Kashmir:
Journey of Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee
By Shuvadeep Banerjee Chaudhuri

A

Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Dekhna hai zor kitna baazu-eqaatil mein hai
Karta nahin kyun doosra kuch
baat-cheet
Dekhta hun main jise woh chup
teri mehﬁl mein hai
Aye shaheed-e-mulk-o-millat main
tere oopar nisaar
Ab teri himmat ka charcha ghair
ki mehﬁl mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil meTin hai
Waqt aanay dey bata denge tujhe
aye aasman
Hum abhi se kya batayen kya
hamare dil mein hai
Khainch kar layee hai sab ko qatl
hone ki ummeed
Aashiqon ka aaj jumghat koochae-qaatil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Hai liye hathiyaar dushman taak
mein baitha udhar
Aur hum taiyyaar hain seena liye
apna idhar
Khoon se khelenge holi gar vatan
muskhil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Haath jin mein ho junoon katt te
nahi talvaar se
Sar jo uth jaate hain voh jhukte
nahi lalkaar se
Aur bhadkega jo shola-sa
humaare dil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Hum to ghar se nikle hi the
baandhkar sar pe kafan
Jaan hatheli par liye lo barh chale
hain ye qadam
Zindagi to apni mehmaan maut ki
mehﬁl mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai
Yuun khadaa maqtal mein qaatil
kah rahaa hai baar baar
Kya tamannaa-e-shahaadat bhi
kisee ke dil mein hai
Dil mein tuufaanon ki toli aur
nason mein inqilaab
Hosh dushman ke udaa denge
humein roko na aaj
Duur reh paaye jo humse dam
kahaan manzil mein hai
Wo jism bhi kya jism hai jismein
na ho khoon-e-junoon
Kya lade toofaanon se jo kashti-esaahil mein hai
Sarfaroshi ki tamanna ab hamaare
dil mein hai.
Dekhna hai zor kitna baazuay
qaatil mein hai.
By Ram Prasad Bismil
(Jun 11, 1897 - Dec 19, 1927)
Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar
Punyatithi (Guruji)
World Environment Day
Sunday, June 5

TCVN: Railways Minister, Suresh Prabhu inaugurates a series of
railway projects and passenger amenities of Eastern Railway,
South Eastern Railway and Metro Railway in West Bengal, at
Howrah Station on June 09, 2016. Minister of State for Agriculture
and Farmers Welfare, Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Balyan, West Bengal
Minister (Agricultural Marketing), Arup Roy, MPs Pradip
Bhattacharya and Prasun Banerjee are also seen. PC: PIB

Consensus Building on GST

TCVN: Union Finance Minister, Arun Jaitley brieﬁng the media
on the meeting of the Empowered Committee on GST, in Kolkata
on June 14, 2016. West Bengal Finance Minister, Amit Mitra and
Secretary, Revenue, Dr. Hasmukh Adhia are also seen. PC: PIB

Sangh Siksha Bargha

TCVN: Sangh Siksha Bargha, a 20-days residential training camp
from May 8-28, 2016 was organized by Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sang at Tantiberia, Howrah for South Bengal Pranth.

Blood Donation Camp

TCVN: Over 100 donated blood in a Blood Donation Camp,
organized by Neeraj Jain at Arya Regency on June 18, 2016.

Nagarjuna Footpath Rescue

person who wilfully
offers his life for a
benevolent cause,
suits for the National Cause,
is Martyr. Dr. Syama Prasad
Mookerjee, who wilfully gave
his life for our Nation. The
story of the last forty days of
his life, in detention at
Srinagar culminating in his
martyrdom on 23rd July 1953,
will go down in history as one
of the most tragic and poignant
episodes in the political life of
free India.
He started off on his last
journey to Jammu and
Kashmir on May 8, 1953, on a
peaceful Stayagraha to protest
against the measures of
separate Constitution, separate
Flag and a permit to Entry, one
of its kind for J&K. The
Movement was continuing in
the state since 1952, under the
domain and leadership of Sh.
Prem Nath Dogra and Praja
Parishad to protest against the
bipartisan attitude and
repressionist acts of Seikh
Abdullah, who was then Head
of Jammu & Kashmir Muslim
Conference, supported by
Majlis-I-Ahrar; intentions was
to create and fathom
disturbances and commotions
under the ﬂag of a communal
bearer to be precise Jinnah's
interests. This raised chaos,
mayhem and bedlam when
Maharaja Sir Hari Singh, then
Head of the princely state of
Jammu & Kashmir.
D r. M o o k e r j e e , w h o
studied and comprehended the
matter, much ahead; six
months, preceded to his last
journey to J&K, his
correspondences with PM
Nehru and Seikh Abdullah,
reasoned with logic and cogent
paraphrasal, remarks set out
on arguments based on
rationality and facts. He made
his valiant attempts inside and
outside the parliament during
the year 1952 and tried to
instill the true reasons for
integrating J&K with Bharat.
He also gave his audience to
Praja Parishad, led by Sh.
Prem Nath Dogra and other
parties in the region of Jammu.
He even extended his efforts to
bring other parties in the
National Scenario, like Hindu
Mahasabha, Praja Socialist
Party, Revolutionary Socialist
Party (RSP) and Forward
Block (FB), and form a joint
platform to raise against the
parochial and hedonistic
chasms of Nehru and Seikh
Abdullah.
Seikh Abdullah came for

series of Negotiations, with
Nehru, and he managed to take
chunk of booty, in whichever
manner he wanted. Post
submission by Nehru, to put
the entire State dispute
between the two countries
under the supervision of UN,
Seikh Abdullah sent his
representatives to UN, thus
openly ﬂouted the domain of
Foreign Policy comes within
the portfolio of Federal
Government.
Dr. Mookerjee put up his
logic with cogent and well
placed arguments that people
of J&K needs justice just like
other citizens of Bharat. He
went J&K in 1952 and give his
justiﬁed parleys and audience.
He met Seikh Abdullah, heard
him fully his opinion, even
though, he was perilous is his
approach and ways and he got
paciﬁed, with the intervention
of his minister Bakshi Ghulam
Mohamed.
Six months later, Dr.
Mookerjee launched a
Nationwide campaign and stir
with peaceful demonstrations
and Hartals against “two
Countries within one Nation,
two separate constitutions,
with One Nation, two separate
ﬂags under the domain of one
Nation, two premiers under
one Nation and entry permits
to enter Jammu and Kashmir.
Jammu and Kashmir was a
Hindu Kingdom, under King
Dahir, and Rajtarangini by
Kalhan had vividly described
Kashmir as a land of Hindu
pilgrimage and land of Gods
and Goddesses. Old remains
of such Gods and Goddesses
are found in places like
Anantanag, Bijbehara,
Pandrattan, Sankaracharya,
Pattan and Martand. These
places were looted and
captured by Ahmad Shah
Abdali of Afghanistan in 1752.
In 1819, the Kingdom was
conquered by Maharaja Ranjit
Singh and ultimately, it was
restored as a Hindu kingdom.
His grandnephew
Maharajah Gulab Singh and
British East India Company
entered into an agreement of
suzerainty, in 1846, wherein
the Kingdom or the State
Remained under the
Maharajah but under the
fulﬁlment of conditions
attached with the clauses of
British Dominance.
Maharajah Sir Hari Singh, his
General with British Consent,
acceded into the throne in
1925.
Contd. on Pg 4
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Ramadan
Tuesday, Starting from June 7

Bigger Style Studio in
Kolkata
TCVN: Ganga Somany recently
launched the Cera India products
at Home Solutions. Home
Solutions showcased sanitary
ware, faucets, tiles, kitchen sinks
and wellness range, spread over
4500 square feet up-market of
Topsia. Architects, designers,
developers and dealers were also
seen. “Cera is planning for a
number of aggressive market
activities in the east,” said, Atul
Sanghvi, Executive Director.

Indian Terrain in Kolkata
TCVN: Indian Terrain, one of
the leading men's apparel brands
recently launched its exclusive
brand store in Kolkata. The store
was inaugurated by Indian
Terrain CMD Venky Rajagopal.
Indian Terrain is offering a
complete range of sportswear
and jeans wear. The inauguration
was followed by a musical
evening, hosted by Nina Saxer
and Bollywood actor Randeep
Hooda.

Acharya Mahashraman
Jayanti
TCVN: Shree Jain Swetamber
Terapanthi Vidyalaya celebrates
the birth anniversary of Acharya
Mahashraman Ji at Science City
auditorium. The Governor of
West Bengal, Sh. Keshari Nath
Tripathi delivered the inaugural
speech. Samani Charitra Prajna,
Former Vice Chancellor, Jain
Vishva Bharati University was
the Chief Guest. Kalpana Baid,
President, Akhil Bharatiya
Terapanth Mahila Mandal was
also present as the Guest of
Honor.

Amway West Bengal
Championship 2016
TCVN: West Bengal Athletic
Association organized the 66th
edition of State Athletic
Championship at SAI Sports
Complex from June 9-12, 2016.
Around 1000 athletes,
representing 39 afﬁliated units
participated.
Diptarag Bhattacharjee,
COO, Amway India informed,
“We are delighted to renew our
association with WBAA for the
fourth year in a row and shall
continue to support the teams for
the year 2016-17 as the team
sponsor.”

DIKSHA
We oﬀer quality teaching, sugges ve
ques ons & speciﬁc answer based notes
Our exposures:
All subjects, from Class V-VIII
Bengali (XI-XII, Hons, Pass)
Poli cal Science (XI-XII, Hons, Pass)
Philosophy (XI-XII, Hons, Pass)
History (XI-XII, Hons, Pass)
Journalism/Mass Communica on (XI-XII, Hons, Pass)

9836763558 / 8013473319

SPECIAL DISCOUNT!

Guru Arjan Punyatithi
Thursday, June 16
Rani Lakshmibai Punyatithi
Saturday, June 18

Appliances
that make
your life
easy

World Refugee Day
Monday, June 20
International Yoga Day
Tuesday, June 21
Dr Syama Prasad Mookerjee
Punyatithi
Thursday, June 23
Sanjay Gandhi Punyatithi
Thursday, June 23

TCVN: A team of visiting students from University of Minnesota
(USA), local residents, Ward Councillor and BBMP staff - all get
together to restore a stinking footpath and its wall in Indiranagar,
Bengaluru. PC: The Ugly Indian

Customer Care: 1800 3070 3370

ORDER
NOW

http://orpleappliances.com
For more details email corporate@orplegroup.com

*T&C Apply  Pay by Cash on Delivery  Brands, Logos, Creative, Trademarks, Copyrights are owned by their respective owners.
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Visual Transcreation of Tagore's Raktakarabi

Anit Mukerjea

Literature and art stood
cheek by jowl when, the twain
met in a series of visual
transcreations through the
vehicle of word pictures
conjured up through the
illustrations yet subtle
paintings inspired by Tagore's
potent drama Raktakarabi, at a
solo exhibition of ﬁlm-makerpainter Nitish Mukherjee at
Nandan 4 coinciding with the
Bard of Bengal's birth
anniversary on May 7. It also
marks the commercial release
of his ﬁlm Char Adhyay, based
on the controversial novel by
Rabindranath Tagore released
at Nandan-1 to coincide with
Mukherjee's solo exhibition.
What literally sprung a
surprise on me was that I had
always known Nitish
Mukherjee all these years as a
ﬁlmmaker, not as a painter. But
his paintings showcased at
Nandan 4 came like a bolt from
the blue by his sheer
professionalism as a
commercial artist. Inaugurated
on May 10 by eminent
Bengali scribe Shirsendu
Mukhopadhyay coupled with a
book launch 'Rabindranath
Raktakarabi Abong
Raktakarabir Rang, an
anthology of articles and
essays penned on the subject
by miscellaneous writers and
critics, compiled, edited and
illustrated by Nitish
Mukherjee.
Painting was Mukherjee's
ﬁrst love before he turned to
ﬁlms. He has to his credit a
number of teleﬁlms, 400
documentaries, a number of
which had been commissioned
by the State Govt and Films
Division which received
national and international

recognition. With ﬁve feature
ﬁlms Ek Din Surya, Nayan
Shyama, Robibar, Narak
Gulzar and his recently
released Char Adhyay under
his belt, Mukherjee was
presented the best
experimental ﬁlm award for
Ekdin Surya by the State Govt
for his artistic execution.
With 4 solo exhibitions of
paintings and participating in
several group exhibitions,
Nitish Mukherjee studied
commercial art at the Govt
College of Art, Kolkata and
completed his M.A. in Tagore
literature from the Rabindra
Bharati University. As a
commercial artist he designed
several posters, leaﬂets, Ads,
window display and interior
decoration for corporate, big
and small scale industries and
illustrations for miscellaneous
vernacular papers and
magazines.
Therefore, it comes as no
small wonder that Mukherjee's
visualizations draws much of
his skills as an illustrator of
Ta g o r e ' s R a k t a k a r a b i
(Rodoleaneder) among the
collection of 60 plays and
dance dramas, has evidently
inﬂuenced the colour palette of
the artist in most of the
paintings in acrylic, oil, water
colour, mixed media, pen and
ink study. The painter does not
just merely scratch the surface
with his superﬁcial inner
vision but, endeavors to go
deep into the mindset of
Rabindranath's creative
imagination and unveil the
inner turmoil, the agony and
ecstasy, anguish and despair
that characterize the visual
portrayals.
The content of literature
involving the exploitation of
oppressed peasants by the

Hello Kolkata
Sahitya Sammilani and Awards
TCVN: ‘Hello Kolkata
Sahitya Sammilani and
Awards’ saw a medley of
intellectual and entertainment
programs on 14th June at Sarat
Basbhawan.
‘Kabita Path and Ganer
Asar’ was a grand success with
wonderful performances by
poets Sandhya Dhara,
Krishnakali Das, Paromita Das
and Durga Paul and singers
Sanjita Nandan, Ujjwal
R o y c h o w d h u r y, A r p i t a
Chakraborty, Susri Ghosh,
Dibeyendu Paul and Sangita
Biswas.
Special Awards for sociocultural welfare were given to
Tarun Pramanick of Birbhum
and Advocate Joydeep
Mukjherjee of Kolkata.

The cultural program
succeeded a discussion on
impact of Spiritualism by
renowned scientist Dr. Arup
Mitra.
Guests of Honour were
Yoga-Guru Chandan Das,
socialite Debkanya Sen, ﬁlm
personality Chandra Banerjee
and veteran journalist Mahanta
Dasgupta.
‘Hello Kolkata Edu-Fair’
theme-calendar for the college
and school admission was also
unveiled. "We are providing
free counseling and preadmission tour to schools and
colleges for students and
parents to decide on their
choices", informed Asish
Basak, Editor-Director, Hello
Kolkata.

despotism and autocracy of the
ruling class in Raktakarabi
comes across very strongly
and vividly in such paintings as
Japmalar Shikol and Manush
Noi. There is a sense of
movement and momentum
dictated by the myriad
nuanced moods unfolding one
after another in a number of
paintings in an attempt to
discover what lies at the centre
of Tagore's ideas embellished
in Raktakarabi.
The subtle ﬂow of lines
and colours spontaneously
merging into each other
combine a blend of motley
impressions, somewhat like a
collage, may appear somewhat
complex to the naked eyes of
the viewers. More than just
illustrations, the paintings
have a translucent quality
endowed by a kind of lyrical
beauty which goes deeper to
unearth complex levels of
thought processes behind
conceiving Raktakarabi; a
symbol of peasant protest and
the victory of youth mobility.
Mukherjee's colour palette
is never overemphasized in
underplaying Tagore's drama
with his soft, intricate, tenuous
and delicate treatment of his
brushstrokes in such paintings
as Raktakarabir Rang, Ranga
Alor Mawshal and Nilkanther
Rang with a predominance of
blues offset by green and other
colours.
These draw the veil of
illusion in stark contrast to the
surrounding reality and irony
of life juxtaposed against
ecstasy, despair and death. Any
kind of western inﬂuence is
removed by the ethnicity of an
identity that may be deemed
traditionally Indian, is the most
pleasing aspect of Mukherjee's
individuality as an artist.

Celebrations in
Bangladesh

TCVN: Acharya Dinesh
Chandra Sen’s 150th birthday
was celebrated at Bakjuri,
Bangladesh. Guests of honour
were Prof. Md. Nuruddin, Dr.
Chinay Hawladar, Dr. Ranjit
Kumar sarkar, Aziz Miyan,
Mayor Gaji Kamrul Huda
Salim, Janab Khandkar Sahadat
Hussain, Dr. Sonia Nishat
Amin, Prof. Mesbah Kamal,
Ustad Babu Rahman, Isha
Muhammad, Dr. Md. Nasir
Jahangir and Debkanya Sen,
Secreatry of Acharya Dines
Chandra Sen Research Society.
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Keeping Western Classical Music Alive

Anit Mukerjea: Of late, western classical music which once catered to an elite class of music
lovers with somewhat reﬁned tastes in the genre in Kolkata, has taken a nose dive as the cheaper
variety of music today has taken centre stage playing to the gallery. However, things are looking
are looking up with the students(between the ages of 7 to 18 years) of Southern School of Music
Garia, Kolkata brought about a revival of sorts with its 17th Annual Cultural Programme held at
the Satyajit Ray Auditorium of ICCR on May 31.
Nonetheless, this year's concert did not live up to the expectations of the annual event held in
the previous year. The vibrancy, piquancy and life were missing when the performances of the
students tended to be a bit amateurish and low-keyed. All said and done, it has to be admitted that
something is better than nothing. However the music repertoire presented to a packed audience
endeavored to accommodate other genres of music in an effort to introduce variety.
The highlights of this year's soiree incorporated piano solos and duets, string quartet, Jazz
ensemble, violin solos, Indian classical, a string orchestra with violin, viola and cello
predominating coupled with guitar and electronic keyboard performances. The listeners were
treated to the choicest compositions of Chopin Odyssey, George Fredrich Handel, Shostakovich,
Dvorak, Vivaldi, Mozart, Beethoven and JS Bach.
There were moments that managed to redress the otherwise drab evening of music when the
18 member orchestra conducted by young Pramit Sarkar came to the rescue with a string quartet
playing Rondo by Joseph Haydn which was impressive. In the Indian Classical Music section
Sujit Sarkar, the founder and principle of Southern School of Music, managed to showcase his
versatility behind his vocal skills, being essentially a pianist of western classical music.
Of course mention must be made with regard to Pramit Sarkar, who has just completed his
Higher Secondary exams for his versatile range of pianistic, violinist and skills of a Conductor at
such a tender age of 17 years. He has been playing the violin and piano ever since the age of four.
However, all credit goes to the Southern School of Music, Garia for managing to keep alive the
tradition of western classical music in this age of techno-music.

Sanskritik Sandhya

Haute Art Curry
The Craze Venture, Special Correspondent

TCVN: Spiritual analyst Dr.
Arup Mitra recently delivered a
lecture on 'Aspects of
Spiritualism' at Sarat
Basbhawan and launched a
music album of his VCD songsTomaro Parane Amar Gaan',
directed by Asish Basak.
Human Rights activist Qazi
Sadek Hossain, ﬁlm-maker
Asish Basak and socialite
Debkanya Sen were other
panelists at 'Hello Kolkata
Sanskritik Sandhya'.
Singers Sikha Roy, Durga
Paul, Sanjita Nandan and Ujjal
Roychowdhury, poet Papri Das,
ﬁtness expert Chandan Das,
authors Sandhya Dhara and
Munnakrishna Debroy had
unveiled a book by
Munnakrishna 'Lal Surya Green
Signal', published by Hello
Kolkata.

Gallery Kolkata presents
Haute Art Curry - an art
exhibition and a series of
events from June 4-25, 2016.
Haute Art Curry boasts of
featured artists like
K.G.Subramanyan, Prokash
Karmakar, Kartick Chandra
Pyne, Jogen Chowdhury, Sunil
D a s , S u h a s R o y, K . S .
Radhakrishnan, Amitav Das,
S.Harshavardhan, Wasim

Kapoor, Murli Cheeroth,
Chandra Bhattacharya,
Vasundhara Tiwari Broota,
Chattrapati Dutta, Tapas
Ghosal, Aditya Basak,
Gourango Besai, Atin Basak,
Pappu Bardhan, Arun Bain,
Amit Kalla, Gulab Kapadia,
Jagannath Paul, Surajit Biswas,
Steven Gandhi, Mahjabin, I.
Majumder, Kamal Mitra and
various others.

IN LAN
B
K
SPACE
Interior Energy & Space Management

First Web Film
Released
Rajendra Dubey: Shine
Production release its ﬁrst ﬁlm
'Chakrir Faande' in web at Press
Club Kolkata, on June 8, 2016.
Directed by Santu Sinha, music
and lyrics by Avijit Acharya and
Santu Sinha the story portrays
the story of village girl who saw
dreams in her two eyes. After
completing her studies she got a
job in the city, where she was
exploited by her boss. She
continued higher education in
the city.

9051281947
inblankspace

_inblankspace
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West Bengal to Kashmir: Journey of Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee (July 6, 1901 - June 23, 1953)
From Pg. 2
During Independence, it was decided, that the princely
states, have their independent choice to join either parties of
Partitioned Bharat. State of Jammu and Kashmir, wished to
remain independent, but Jinnah, wanting to carry out his
unfulﬁlled dreams attacked with his team of looters
comprising of Pakistani Soldiers in disguise and some were
privates too. Maharajah Sir Hari Singh signed the instrument
of accession on 26th Day of October 1947, when the looters,
who killed 20,000 people in the vale of Kashmir, were just 54
Km off from Srinagar. Indian Army under the leadership of
Brig. LP Sen, fought valiantly and was about to seize the
entire Kashmir within hands and was about just 54 Km from
Domel, was asked to stop as the matter was put up with UN,
and ceaseﬁre was declared along the line of control, with
POK, much against the wishes of then Home Minister Sardar
Patel and majority opinion of the Cabinet.
Kashmir is an integral part as it was acceded by the then
Maharajah Sir Hari Singh and it was as per accordance with
the 1947 Partition Agreement. Jammu and Kashmir, what we
see in its present form today has been integrated with the
Indian Union under Article 370 and Jammu and Kashmir have
a separate Constitution, invoked since 1956. Article 228,
powers pertaining to High Courts and State Lists does not
apply only in Jammu and Kashmir.
Dr. Mookerjee set his foot forward for his last journey to
J&K on May 8, 1953. He went till the borders of J&K almost
unhindered. He courted arrest in Ravi Bridge in Madhopur at
4 PM on May 10, 1953. The reason was that he did not carry a
valid entry permit and his presence may cause breakdown of
law and order. So he was arrested under Detention under
Prevention of any Public Safety Act. Senior Leaders,
including former PM Sh. Atal Behari Vajpayee, Prof. Balraj
Madhok, Sh. Vaidya Guru Datt and Sh. Tek Chand
accompanied him in his last journey to J&K. Sh. Vaidya Guru
Datt and Sh. Tek Chand were arrested along with Dr.
Mookherjee. The political prisoners along with Dr.
Mookerjee, reached Udhampur, at 10 PM and he was pretty

tired. He was a patient of Hyper Tension and had some Cardiac
ailments. He was denied rest and ultimately carried to Batote in an
uncomfortable Jeep Journey at 2 PM at night, which was on May 11,
1953. He was carried to Srinagar on the same day and he reached
Srinagar Central Jail at 3 PM. After formalities he was taken to a
small mountain cottage on the upper ﬂanks of the mountains
overseeing Dal Lake. His health started failing after arrival in this
small cottage. The air was thin and rareﬁed, which acts as a
detriment for patients suffering from cardiac ailments and
hypertension. His Blood Pressure went up and he lost his appetite.
His only exercise was a stroll across a small ground in front of the
cottage, which was as small as that of a Tennis Court. He was not
allowed to take a stroll in front of the cottage, that too under a police
protection and guard, even it was assured by Inspector General of
Police Col. RN Chopra.
The matter of his release was ﬁrst pleaded by Sh. NC Chaterji,
noted Bar-at-Law and Leader of Hindu Mahasabha, but his entry to
the state was denied. Later, the case was handled by Sh. UM Trivedi,
but that too, with much discordance and animosity was allowed to
take an interview, at one-on-one basis, only under the Instruction of
High Court of Srinagar. Earlier the matter was supposed to be done
under the presence of District Magistrate, which was not accordance
to the normal jurisprudence and the rights of the accused person to
defend.
His health fell down badly on June 18, 1953. Prior to that, for
couple of days, he had fever and complained with chest pain. He was
ultimately attended by Dr. Ali Mohamed on June 20 and
administered Streptomycin, as he diagnosed of Dry Pleurisy, in
spite of patient’s history of being allergic to it. His health
deteriorated, further on June 21 and was examined by the Jail doctor.
He complained of severe chest pain and high fever. On June 22, at 4
AM he had a severe heart attack and his temperature went down to
97 °F. He was taken to a State Hospital without any ambulatory
provisions, for 10 miles in a taxi. In the evening he felt better and
looked cheerful and happy and had a lengthy interview with Sh. UM
Trivedi after he completed his argument in the court. He was with
him till 7.30 PM. Doctors in attendance said that the danger has
passed and he will be ﬁt enough within 3 days. At 11 PM, his health

turned restless and was given oxygen. The condition became grave
at 2.00 AM. His systolic Blood Pressure stood at 100. He was given
Aminophylline, as prescribed by Dr. Ali and due to cardiac toxicity,
the blood pressure fell further. There was also an anonymous drug
which was administered by an On Duty Nurse, on an instruction
from a doctor whose identity is not known till date, which caused
severe pain and burning sensation in his body and he went stand still
at 2.30 AM on June 23, 1953. The Bharat Kesari, the martyr was no
more. Was it an act of cold blooded, well planned and perpetrated
assassination which never got solved? His ailing and old mother
Lady Jogomaya Devi, lived to see his son die and it was a gruesome
shock for her to bear at that age. Dr. BC Roy, who was the ﬁrst Chief
Minister of West Bengal, remained silent to the repeated requests
and pleas of Dr. Mookerjee's brothers to take up the matter with PM
Nehru.
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee contributed the most in creating
the State of West Bengal from the clutches and evil designs of
Suhrawardy and Jinnah.

Universe Speaking to Us
We are receiving thousands of messages
from the Universe every single day. We must
become aware and learn as to what message
the universe is trying to convey to us. There are
no accidents and no coincidences. Every sign
you notice, every word you speak or hear,
every colour, every scent, every event and situation is, the
universe is speaking to us. It is upon us to decipher and understand
the relevance and what the communication is meaning. Most of us
live in a very restricted circle of our potential being - we make use
of a very small portion of our consciousness and soul's resources
in general. During great crises we are able to tap into our potential
and emerge out having full control over the situation. So, we must
always keep our all senses open and aware to decipher the
messages being constantly sent to us by the universe.
By Sushmita Bose, Practitioner of Alternative Healing and Reiki
Master and Aroma Therapist
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Proﬁling for 150 candidates (First Come, First Serve basis). The best performer will be awarded the Grace & Glamour tle.
Top 50 will be awarded with free workshop. Opportunity to perform in The People Award Show (Subal Das Ins tute of Aesthe c & Culture).
Selected candidates receives exclusive ar st coordina on and assignments from our associates.
Candidates must carry one Passport Size Photo and to come up only in tradi onal dress and basic makeup.
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6 Month Internship on Photo-journalism
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